
BUSINESS REPORT TEMPLATES MICROSOFT WORD

Use this template to create a professional-looking report, plan, or proposal for your Business report (Professional
design) Word. Download Edit in Browser.

AutoText: Word has retained the old AutoText feature. Another better option is if you customize the particular
style you are using to format the paragraph. There are also templates you can download and fit it around the
nature of the content. Select Insert, then select either Header or Footer from the group. The same dialog box as
above will appear. A variety of line styles and widths and art borders are available from the Design menu on
the Ribbon. Place the cursor on the first page of a document if you want to put a border around only the first
page. Pick a theme from the gallery. Click OK. An Index should appear at the end of the document, with page
numbers to keywords and information in the report. Save and reuse your own Quick Parts in two steps: Select
the phrase, sentence, or other portion of your document that you want to save to the gallery. Repeat the
process for all the words and phrases you want to include in the index. You can also add it from the Design tab
that appears when you add the header and the footer. Captions Every picture, chart, or illustration needs a
caption to clearly describe it. Instead of repeated copy-paste, save them as Quick Parts and re-use them again
and again. So, you must focus a lot of energy on picking the right font, paragraph space, and the colors. Apply
the automatic TOC tool to the heading styles. We show you how to create your own table of contents in four
easy steps. It works like Quick Parts for any block of text that you use a great deal. Comes With Other
Matching Templates This Business Report Template for Word is part of a set of matching documents to give
your reports an overall, unified, sophisticated look. Now, you need to credit all the other research work and
ideas which you have referenced in your document. This application features a surprising number of
underused tools and options. Insert page numbers as the next important signpost. You can also modify an
existing style and create new styles from scratch. You can also put borders around certain pages in a section.
References and Collaboration A Word report can seem like an unmanageable chore. You can download and
use custom fonts too. For instance, choose a heading style for the headings in your document. The title of the
current section is helpful. Sometimes, you may need to add more entries to the index after you have inserted it
on the page. You will notice three other categories in the Quick Parts menu. It is easy to add a caption.
Business documents need content and documents that are straightforward and without any unnecessary frills.
Insert it at the right place towards the end of the document. Read More. Here you can choose to format the text
entries, page numbers, tabs, and leader characters. Read More that can be an original in the stack. Example:
Date, time, page numbers etc. Creating Bibliographies Your document is almost done. Or, some introductory
information. I selected the usual 1, 2, 3.


